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Students in Court Financing Reconsidered
by Becky Moore Clary
If additional
money is not
found for the Law Students in
Court program
(LSIC), it is
"highly probable that the number of students in the program
will be cut," according to Roger

Kuhn, the National Law Center
faculty representative
to the
LSIC Board of Directors.
A resolution passed last week
by the Board, which consists of
faculty, student, and legal representatives from all the con-

sortium law schools, called for
reducing the program's student
to supervisor ratio from 30-1 to
IS-I.
Kuhn voted against the resolution saying it was unfair and
unrealistic.
The
supervisor-

Course Evaluations' Revitalized
by Mark Brodsky
The evaluations will be forwarded to the professors next
SBA members have written up
semester, after grades have been
a course evaluation
questionnaire which will be distributed
sent out. The evaluations will be
anonymous.
starting at the end of this week
The form contains 13 questo all students in classes. The
tions on which the student can
course evaluations are designed
rate the professor and the course
to aid law students in picking
courses and' professors for the - on a scale from 1 to 5. The numbering ranges from "far below
spring semester.
average"
(1) to "far
above
In the past the course evaluaaverage" (5). Mussman said that
tions have not proved successful,
this scale was more objective and
due to a lack of student interest,
less emotion-laden than those of
according to Susan Foreman,
the past several years, and would
who handled
last semester's
enable comparisons to be made
evaluations.
Only YJ of the
between
questions.
He also
classes were surveyed in that
evaluation, and the results were commented
that the smaller
not collated;
number
of questions
would
SBA President Tom Garza
make it easier for the students to
promised that ','there will be re- . fill out the forms and easier for
sults" from this evaluation, and
the results to be tabulated.
said he plans on having the re, The questions are as follows:
sults published in the Advocate.
1. Rate the text and/or caseChuck Mussman,
who is in book as to its usefulness in
helping you to understand' the
charge ofthis semester's evaluations, said he hopes to set up a subject matter of the course.
procedure which can be followed
for the next several years in
order to reduce costs in tabulating the results and to provide
for comparison. Mussman said
by Charles Leone
that the tabulation .of the course
The District
of Columbia
results
will cost somewhere
under $100, including the cost of Office of Human Rights has
keypunching the results and the, agreed to narrow the scope of
the subpoena
served on the
duplication of questionnaires.

student ratio has been the same
for the past five years, he said. "I
do not believe it [the current
ratio] is irresponsible."
The dean
of Georgetown
School of Law-which
participates in the civil side of LSIC
only-said
the 30-1 ratio is
"academically
disastrous.
It
does not benefit the client," he
added. Georgetown, along with
Catholic, American, and Howard Universities voted for, the
resolution.
One GW student in a federally-funded clinical program said
"you're on your own" in LSIC,
because there is so little supervision. "It's not as rewarding as
it should be," he commented.

, 2. Rate the non-textual
materials as to their usefulness in
helping you to understand the
subject matter.
3. How interesting were the
materials?
4. Considering,
inter alia,
wordiness, depth of coverage,
Law Students in Court began
effectiveness of case .selection
and editing, and helpfulness of
in the spring of 1969. Students
notes and comments, rate the ..handle every aspect of cases on
behalf of indigent clients in civil
overall quality of the materials.
and misdemeanor trials.
5. How organized
and coherent was the instructor's pre35 GW students participate in
sentation of the material?
the year-long program.
There
6; How interesting were the
are 60 students and two superinstructor's class presentations?
vising attorneys in the civil di7. How respectful
was this vision, and 30 students with 2
professor's attitude towards and
supervisors in the criminal.
treatment of students?
LSIC has been funded by the
8. Considering the suitability
participating
law schools, fedof the subject matter for class
eral grants, the United Way, and
participation,
how. encouraging
by interested law firms. Grant
and responsive was the profesmoney has run out, according to
sor's attitude towards student
Kuhn, but except for Georgequestions and discussion?
town, no 'law school plans to
Please tum to p. 8, col. 2

increase its financial commitment to the program.
"Dean Kramer says GW will
continue
its present level of
funding," said Kuhn. GW now
pays $25,000 per year.
Kuhn claimed the dean does
not want GW to continue in the
program if the number of students is cut ·"drastically." "It's
not going to come to that," he
added.
Georgetown is spearheading
the movement to increase consortium financial' support for
Law Students in Court, and has
budgeted $125,000 for its advocacy clinics. "We feel strongly
and believe in clinical education ... [We'll] support it with
. tuition,"
said
Georgetown's
Dean GreenhalI.
The future of the program depends on "how much money can
be raised and' how much of a
student cut the schools are willing to accept,'
said Kuhn. He
doubted that. Catholic and American
could increase their
funding of the program.
"GW has always had more
students in the program and put
more money in the program
than the other schools," declared Kuhn. Some students say
"it is the most valuable program
there is in the law school."
Dean Kramer could not be
reached for comment in time for
publication.

NLC Gathers Data for Narrowed Request

The SBA volleyball tournament
winners. Story on page 6.

produced

much action but no

National Law Center in connection. with a complaint filed by
the Black American Law Student Association (BALSA) last
spring, according to Associate
Dean Edward Potts. The Law
Center will provide data to the
Office only concerning
those
students registered at the school
in the spring of 1974 and those
who dropped out during the'
preceeding
three yeras. The
subpoena originally asked for
information concerning all stu-'
dents enrolled during the years
1971 through 1975.
'
At a meeting on November 4,
1974, between Potts, University
Counsel, and two representatives
of the Office of Human Rights,
the University
representatives
took the position that the compilation
of the amount
of
information
requested
by the
subpoena would require an inordinate amount of work and that
information
concerning
those
who were enrolled at the time
the complaint was filed would be
.sufficient for the Office's investigatory purposes. The scope of

the subpoena
was narrowed
accordingly.
The law school sent out a
letter dated November 13 to all
students, former students and
faculty members whose records
will be included in the information turned over to the Office of
Human Rights pursuant to the
subpoena. The letter serves as
notice to all such persons that
their records will be affected.
(The regulations of the National
Law Center as contained in the
University Bulletin require such
notice.)
The letter also contains a copy
of the. subpoena,
as originally
issued, and a "Racial Identification Sheet" which asks recipients of the letter to identify
themselves according to racial
categories. Potts explained that
the form was necessary because
of a lack of other means of
identification
of minority students who did not participate in
the minority' recruitment
programs .
Potts said that the law school
administration
is now in the

process of preparing the infor-'
mation sought by the subpoena.
The data will be provided on
copies of the unofficial grade
sheets, each with name deleted
and racial identity, LSAT scores
and predicted first year averages
added. (The originals, however,
will not be altered.)
Because of the amount of
work involved, the National Law
Center may not be able to meet
the November 25 deadline stated
in the subpoena. The Office of
Human Rights may be asked to
extend that deadline slightly.
Although the subpoena also
requires information concerning
financial aid, the requirement
only applies to "amounts disbursed" by the law school. Potts
mentioned
that,
since many
loans and grants are not disbursed by the University, the
amount
of material
to be
provided will not be large. The
method of presentation of this
material
has not yet been
decided.
Dean. W. Wallace
Kirkpatrick
will deal with the
financial information.
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Students to Vote on. Grade Reform Proposals
Students will have a chance
this Friday to tell the SBA Grade
Reform Committee which proposals for grade reform to advocate before the Faculty.
The SBA Grade
Reform
Committee has announced that
a referendum on grade reform
will be held Friday, November
22, so that the Committee will be
able to gauge student sentiment
on the more than half-dozen
proposals
that are currently
before the committee.
Roy
Baldwin,
Committee
chairman, sought to assure students that the Committee will
not ignore the results of the referendum in its discussions with
the Faculty Scholarship Committee,
the
Student-Faculty
committee to which all proposals
for grade reform must go before
consideration by full Faculty.
"This is definitely not going to
be a repeat
of last year's
performance,"
said Baldwin,
referring to the fact that last
year SBA representatives took a
stand in their negotiations with
the Faculty Scholarship Committee that was diametrically
opposed to the outcome of last
year's grade reform referendum.
"We honestly don't know which
of the proposals we have before
us has the strongest support of
the students."
Polls will be open on the first
floor of Stockton Friday, from
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and from
, 5:00 p.rn. to 6:00 p.m.
SBA Grade Reform Referendum
November 22,1974
INSTRUCTIONS:
The following are proposals for grade reform that are currently before
the SBA Grade Reform Committee. In order that we may
know which proposals should be
submitted to the faculty, please
indicate your approval or dis/ approval of each proposal in the
space provided. A separate sheet
outlines advantages and disadvantages
of each
proposal.
Please feel free to comment on
the proposals at the bottom of
this ballot. The Grade Reform
Committee will regard the results of this referendum as an
accurate, formal expression of
opinion by the student body, and
will not deviate materially in its

presentations to the faculty from
the opinions evidenced by the
results of this referendum.
Proposals:
1. Model Answers. A proposal to
require
professors
to submit
model answers in prose or
outline form for each essay question asked on their exams for
filing with, the exams in the
library. If a professor wished, a
copy of an answer from a blue
book with its grade would meet
this requirement.
I Approve Disapprove of
Proposal 1.
2. First Year "Team Teaching."
A "Team teaching" approach to
the first year classes that would
expose students to the teaching
style of three or four professors
in each subject instead of just
one. Under this plan, instead of
having each of the professors
responsible for teaching a .section of Torts, for example, the
course would be divided into
three or four separate units and
each Torts professor would prepare, teach and grade papers in
only one of such units.
I Approve Disapprove of
Proposal 2.
3. Percentile Rank on Transcript. A proposal to change the
format of the transcript to add
for each course for which a number grade is shown the student's
percentile ranking in that section.
I Approve Disapprove of
Proposal 3.
3a. Percentile Rank on Transcript-First
Year Only. The
same proposal as Proposal 3
above, but limited to first year
sections only. •
I Approve Disapprove of
Proposal3a.

3b. Percentile Rank on Transcript-Sections
of 50 or more.
The same proposal as Proposal 3
above, but limited to course with
an enrollment of more than 50
students.
I 'Approve Disapprove of
Proposal3b.

formance of the rest of the students in his/her section to determine if the grade he/she received was proper under the circumstances,
and if not, to
change it accordingly.
I Approve Disapprove of
Proposal 6.

4. Letter Grade System. A pro-

7. Credit/No

posal to replace the present
percentage-number
grading system with a letter grade and
corresponding
number
grade
system.
The following
scale
would be adopted:
4.5 = A+
4.0=A
3.5 = B+
3.0= B
2.5 = C+
2.0= C

1.5 = D+
1.0 = D
0.0= F
I Approve Disapprove of
Proposal 4.
'

5. Credit-No

Credit System. A
proposal to change the' grading
system from the present percentage-number grading system to a
Credit-No
Credit grading system.
I Approve Disapprove of
ProposalS.

6. Grade Review Committee.

A
proposal to establish a Grade
Review Committee that would
process
students'
complaints
about particular grades received
from. their courses. This Committee would be made up of
students, faculty, and administration
members
and would
compare the performance of the
complaining student on the final
exam in question with the per.:

,

Wecht on Assassination
I

"The Magic Bullet" will be
the topic of Cyril Wecht on
Friday. November 22, 1974 at
4:30 PM, at Corcoran
Hall,
Room 319.
Wecht holds both a medical
and law degree and is presently
serving in the Allegheny County
Coroner's office in Pennsylvania.
He was the past president of the
American Academy of Forensic

Sciences and is now a professor
at the University of Pittsburgh.
Wecht is speaking
for the
Department
of Forensic
Sciences at George Washington
University on the eleventh anniversary of John F. Kennedy's
assassination.
Faculty
and
invited to attend.

students

Law Journal Holds' Contest
by David Manning
The Journal
of International
Law
and
Economics this week announced its first annual
writing competition. Open to J.D. candidates at
the National
Law Center,
including
1975
graduates, the competition features a top prize of
a $100 bond, and runners-up will receive free one
year subscriptions to The Journal.
Roberto Andreas, Executive Editor ,of The
Journal, and David W. Manning, Topics Editor,
revealed the objectives of the contest, which are:
providing a valuable educational exercisejstirnulating a general interest in international law and
economics;' enc~~rag~n~ ,s!udent-orien(ed
.Ie~al
resear~h. and wntmg,mth~
field; and p.r?vldl~g

are

Credit Option. Any
law student who elects to take a
course on the Credit/NcCredit
Grading System shall receive a
,grade of "Credit" for any grade

8. I am a First Second
Fourth Year Student.

Third

by Tomas Garza
Faculty and Course Evaluation
Prior to last week the SBA had not seriously considered reinstating the Faculty and Course Evaluation project. Last year the
project lacked enthusiasm
and support from the student body.
While the project is usually the responsibility of one SBA representative, it does require the cooperation and help of the entire student
body. Only one-third of the total courses were surveyed last spring
preventing any summary evaluation of professors and courses.
, Last week some SBA representatives
along with a few faculty
members indicated their desire to reinstate the project. Since there
was no time to give the project proper evaluation and consideration
due to the fact that this week is the last week for Thursday and Friday classes, David Manning and Chuck Mussman agreed to take
responsibility for the project. In order to be successful, these two
students and other SBA representatives may ask you to assist them
in the distribution
of the forms in class. We need your full
cooperation if we expect to survey all courses taught at the National
Law Center.
'
If tile project is successful, we plan to print the results in a special
issue of The Advocate and make several copies of 'all the results
available in the library. We plan to have the results available before
fall pre-registration next spring.
,
Student Directory
A law student directory had been planned for this year, but the
advertisements needed tooffset the cost did not materialize. Without the advertising, the directory would cost approximately $600. At
first, The Advocate and the SBA planned to share the printing costs.
butthe idea was abandoned because the money is needed for more
useful projects. Also, the University will have a campus-wide
directory, soon to be in print, which will act as a substitute.
Student Listing
Each year the administration
gives the SBA a list of all law students which contains names, addresses and phone numbers. This list
is used by the SBA for the directory and voting purposes among
other things. Since this, is a list of law students, it is in demand by
various groups of people who wish to contact us, e.g., the bar review
people.
The bar review people have requested a copy of the student list so
that they may inform all students about their particular bar review
course. Since most law students do intend to take a bar exam somewhere, the bar review people do have information which may be of
interest to all law students ..
Recognizing the fact that some law students may not wish their
names on a mailing list, the SBA will delete the names of all such
students. If you are a student who does not wish his or her name,
address or phone number released to the bar review people, please
inform the SBA in writing on or before November 26, 1974.
Ethics Program
Since the presentation of the panel discussion on legal ethics this
fall, the SBA has been trying to formulate an ethics teaching program for all students at the NLC. Professor John. Cibinic has indicated a wil1ingness to help the SBA and he hopes the program will
be ready by this spring. If you have a desire to take part in this vital
program, please contact Professor John Cibinic, Susie Foreman,
second-year representative, or Frank Gumpert.

the award of cash prizes and the possibility of
publication.
Contest rules and entry forms are available in
The Journal office. There is no entry fee nor limit
to the number of entries. The deadline for the
submission' of entries is April 30, 1975. The
deadline for applications to enter the contest is
January 27, 1975. All applications must be in the
form specified by the contest rules, a copy of
which is available in The Journaloiisce.
The SBA Library Committee
Eligible students interested
in entering the
plans to locate a complaint box
writing competition are requested to drop by The
at the first floor proctor's desk to
Journal office, Room 10, Bacon Hall. Copies of be used for all forms of comthe contest rules and further information
may . plaints except those requiring
also be obt'ai~ed by calling Th.e 'Journal office at
"emergency" attention. All stu676~7164 during regular, business hou~s-. or by" dents are encouraged to report
calling Andr<:os': at :!i83-426S, or Manning
at ': library deficiencje~;,illld,'book

Library's Complaint Box

rei~~?;~~~
E?:~~~;~;~.se":,~~.~~~:R.t,.:~~~}.~,,.,
..Z1.2}9Z~.~~~!l!.~S~'"_,_.~v,~",.,-,~~~"
.....;..,..,,
..~~shortllg~~.so_tliiU'16eii"JiCeas·:can
-s

of 55 or over received on his/her
exam or paper.: (Under the
current numerical grading system, a "55" is considered. a
passing grade but to receive
credit under the current Credit/
No Credit grading system a student must earn at least a "65".
I Approve Disapprove of
Proposal 7.

be brought to the attention
the library staff.

of

Complaints can be reported
anonymous!y;
however, if a
report of action taken is desired,
the student must leave his/her
name, ad4r~,s~",a,nd p1}qqe num- ~
ber,,,~-~-----.'
...,- "'".''''.'~K'-:'''
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Jurors Challenge Wounded Knee Cases
Means' and Banks' attorney
by Becky Moore Clary
_In an unprecedented
break
Mark Lane arranged the meeting at the Justice Department.
from their traditionally passive
Although the Department origirole, five jurors from the St. Paul
nally agreed to meet with, the
trial of Russell Means and
group, it later refused until Lane
Dennis Banks, accused of crimes
threatened a bigger demonstrain connection with the 71-day
tion, according to the veteran
occupation of Wounded Knee,
activist lawyer. "It's outrageous
South Dakota ending in May,
that the Attorney General would
1973, met last Tuesday with reprefuse to listen to the leaders of
resentatives of the United States
Attorney
General's
office to organized religion," he said.
Dallas
Salisbury,
Assistant
request that all charges against
the 130 remaining defendants be Director of Justice, Policy and
Planning and Attorney General
dropped.
The five, representing
six Saxbe's representative throughout the proceedings, explained
other jurors as wen, were joined
that the Justice Department
in their appeal by more than
would not meet with the group if
.fifty religious, educational, and
specific cases 'were to be dislegal leaders from around the
cussed. Salisbury said the decountry. Supporters who could
partment
offered to arrange
not attend the Nov. 12 meeting
included
deans
of the Jaw meetings between the defense
schools at Hofstra, University of counsel and the prosecutors, but
the jurors "opted for the meetHawaii, Valparaiso,
Vi1lanova,
ing with the larger group to
and Arizona State University.
discuss general. questions."
In a-press conference preceedOne member of the Jurors'
ing the meeting juror Linda
said the meeting
Lacher said the group, known as . organization
was disappointing. "The governJurors and Others for Reconciliation, wanted to "make known a ment in effect said they would
continue to prosecute," shesaid.
stand we've taken from spending
Salisbury felt that the meeting
over 8 months of our time for a
trial that turned into a fiasco. , , was beneficial and that Justice is
to set up meetThere's
nothing
more to be "alreadyworking
ings in the area of Indian
accomplished
[by prosecuting
the remaining defendants]" she rights." Regarding the defendants, however, the "situation
added:

was the same when they [the, FBI and the federal prosecutors
has shocked me," quoted Lane.
jurors and supporters]
left as
Nichol had earlier denied' a
when they came."
defense motion for dismissal
.Salisbury noted there is a
when it was learned that the FBI
"need for changes inthe governhad wiretapped
conversations
ment's
approach
to Indian
between defendants
and their
matters."
attorneys.
In a speech
at Catholic
University after the meeting,
"The FBI is no longer the
attorney Lane said "They gave
nicely-painted
TV series," said
us the runaround."
But "this is
juror Linda Lacher. "It looks
not the last meeting," he added,
mostly bad at the moment."
"this is the first step." Lane said
The defense filed a motion for
they hope to meet with President
a judgment
of acquittal when
Ford and the Attorney General.
the
prosecutors
would not accept
Lane observed that this was
an
eleven-member
jury after one
the first time jurors have acted
juror suffered a stroke. Judge
as more than "a passive bulNichol instead approved a mowark" in the American justice
tion
for dismissal, saying that he
system. Jurors have never before
hoped
it would be appealed so
pressed for dismissal of a case in
that
government
misconduct
this "historically unprecedented
ground
could
be
"spread
around
action," he claimed.
the
entire
8th
circuit,"
Lane
The original arrests stemmed
said.
1
from a 2 /2 month occupation of
The jury informed Attorney
a trading post on the Pine Ridge,
General
Saxbe by letter on
South Dakota, Indian reserva20 that they had
tion two springs ago-site
of the September
1890 U.S. Cavalry massacre of
300 unarmed Indians. Lane said
what
began
as a peaceful
demonstration
against the bruThe staff of the Federal Bar
tality of Bureau
of Indian
Affairs employees, became
a Journal, a scholarly publication
issued periodically by the Fedseige against the Indians when
the FBI and the BIA sealed off eral Bar Association, is seeking
access to the protesting Indians
the assistance of a select group
of law students
to serve as
at Wounded Knee. Two Indians
died from government gunfire,
volunteer student editors. It is
anticipated that these law stuaccording to Lane.
dents would assist in the draftThe resulting
trial, against
Means and Banks, leader of the ing and editing of articles and,
perhaps, write individual case
American Indian Movement,an
notes.
Indian rights' organization, lastProfessor Robert Dixon, who'
ed more than eight months: At
the close of the trial this fall, has been contacted by a member
of the Editorial Board of the
United
States District
Court
Judge Nichol declared to the Journal, suggests that interested
directly contact
the
courtroom, "The record of the students

voted unanimous acquittal. Saxbe never replied, according to
Lane. Lacher said that the
defense "case was far more
believable
than
the government's:"
Lane claimed the entire government operation at Wounded
Knee was i1legal because military guns, tanks, ammunition
and gas were used against civilians without any declaration of
a national emergency. Additionally, the FBI has perjured itself,
while the prosecutor deliberately
misled the judge, jury and the
defense, he observed.
Lane said the government
appears likely to prosecute the
remaining
defendants,
mostly
women, who face possible 85year sentences. Funds from the
Wounded Knee Legal DefenseOffense Committee. founded by .
.Lane early during the occupation. have run out. Four defendants have already been convicted.
.

Journal Looks for Editors
editor, Harry L. Gastley, at
632-5421, or editorial
board
member James A. Calderwood
at 739-2673.

Lawyers Guild
. Sets Meeting

The National
Law Center
Caucus ofthe National Lawyers
Guild will meet on Thursday,
November 21, at 1 PM in Room
20 of Stockton Hall. Upcoming
programs and nominations
to
the executive board of the D.C.
Chapter will be discussed. AlI
interested persons are welcome.

THE DEPARTMENT OF FORENSIC SCIENCES
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

announces
the next speaker in their LECTURESERIES1974-75

Armored personnel carriers outside Wounded Knee, Spring 1973.

Notice
Any lay.' students wishing
their names deleted from a
student list which may be
made available for the use of
bar review course mailings
should so notify the· SBA,
Room 101-A, Bacon Hall, in
writing, withinone week.

'bu'll never know
how much 2OOd.
-yQucanao· .
until you do it.
Call the Voluntary Action Center
in your town. Or write.
"Volunlcer.'Washington,
20013.
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New Admissions Criterion
The mutilation of library books in the National Law
Center's Library is a serious, although apparently not a new,
matter. Librarian Bidwell deals with the problem in the other
column- on this page, but he, like many others, sees little that
can be done to halt the trend.
The problem represents more than a series of isolated incidents and examples of selfishness on the part of an inconsiderate few. Law students, like all of those who have been
taught that life and society are competitive (i.e., most
members of the society), use whatever means are available to
achieve the ends of being best and first, if those means don't
grossly violate social bounds. Book mutilation seems to be
gaining a limited respectibility in the same way that wearing a
path across the grass in the few green spaces left in the city
ceased to be reprehensible some years ago.
It has been said many times that this type of behavior is
symptomatic of a culture that emphasizes the individual good
at the expense of the collective good. Even the Army has
. changed its approach: "Let today's Army join you" ernpha_sizes the good of the individual; the old patriotic (collective)
approach of helpin-g one's country didn't seem to work as well.
The emphasis on the good of the individual has produced
some beneficial traditions in the society, most notably the
constitutional civil liberties, but the price of the emphasis is
occasionally paid in the petty and severe damage that such a
mentality induces.
We have no practical solution either, at least not within the
small institutional framework in which we all live and work. A
cultural re-ernphasisis on the good of the community is
something that must be woven into the fabric of society and
cannot be appended from without.
The People's Republic of China uses a system of choosing
its law students that bears inspection. Students are chosen,
not by a law school through a centralized admissions process,
but by the communities _in which they live and work. The
student is thus chosen not only for his or her abilities as a
student of law, but for the ability of that would-be lawyer to
serve the community after graduation. Emphasis on the collective good becomes a key criterion.
Although we realize that such a radical restructuring is not
totally possible within the present social and political context,
we do suggest that the admissions committee, in ~s future
- considerations, take a look at more-than the individual applicant's abilities to serve themselves.

Tenure for Professors
Professors Schwartz and Stevenson should be granted
tenure by the National Law Center.
.
Both have shown- themselves to be not only competent in the
areas in which they teach. but also willing to contribute the
extra time and effort necessary to humanize the study of law
under mass-production conditions.
,
The test for the granting of tenure should be whether the
instructors have and will continue to contribute to the whole
education of their students. Russell Stevenson and Teresa
Schwartz have met this test.
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Librarian Brews Rabbit Stew
by R. G. Bidwell
-Abroad. in every library, lurk callous criminals
who defile, despoil and deface the library's most
_valuable possessions, the books. This article is not
about the careless, inconsiderate characters who
underline, check, star, and annotate in the
margins. Neither is it about those petty people
purloining and pilfering periodicals and books to
build up their personal collections.- It is about
those fiends who effectively destroy whole volumes
by removing pages by one means or another.
Physical mutilation of library material is as old
as libraries are. There were actually two
additional lines on the tablet brought down off
the mount. "Thou shalt not shred, alter, erase or
mutilate" and "Thou shalt not burke." These
lines were chiseled off. I understand Judge Sirica
is investigating this. I will skip some of the other
horrible examples in history.
Modus operandi: Various techniques are in use
for the removal of pages from books. They can
best be described by listing them under the aliases
-of some of the criminals.
Jack the Ripper. No equipment required. Holds
open volume in one hand and, with firm grip on
entire article -desired. rips pages out by brute
force. With large article in bound volume, will
usually damage remainder of volume. For a few
pages, can be done very quickly and quietly
without brute force.
Loose Leaf Louie. No problem at all. Open ring
binder or post binder; remove required pages;
_close binder and walk away; reshelve or return
book to reserve desk.
Blue Ball Point Pete. Rubs ballpoint pen up
and - down pages next to spine until paper
separates and slides out. Not satisfactory for long
articles.
Lead Pencil Lester. Similar to the above but
requires a lot of pencil sharpening.
Razor Blade Charlie. Perhaps the most vicious.
Comes prepared, unless we assume that everyone
carries a razorblade with them at an times. In
cutting articles out of a bound volume, Charlie
usually succeeds in slicing up many more pages of
the book.
Wet String Willie. A true artist. Classified.
What do they take? Name it. Ten pages from
the index to the Alaska Statutes! Two hundred
pages from Vol. IV A of Collier on Bankruptcy
(Everything on the trustee under section 70c)!
Articles from twelve periodicals on the rights of
public
employees!
Insurance,
Negotiable
Instruments and Exculpatory Clauses in Leases
all heavily hit. Long periodical articles on UrbanRenewal and Great Lakes Pollution. Two sections
from Corpus Juris Secundum and American
Jurisprudence Second on the same subject. The
case of United States v. General Electric Co.. et
,!l. from volume 47 of the West Supreme Court

Reporter. Everything on "vinyl chloride" from the
newly acquired CCH service Consumer Product
Safety Guide.
Why mutilation? There was less mutilation in
the old law library on the top floor of Stockton
-Hall when everyone sat in one big reading room.
And even less back in the days when the treatises
and periodicals were in closed stacks. There was
less in this building when copies cost a dime. One
or two law school libraries tried free copy service
with no reduction in mutilation. Five cents a copy
seems reasonable. Are some of the culprits in
too much of a hurry? Too lazy to go upstairs from
the basement stacks?
It is a sad commentary, but the pattern shows
that there are among us some few individuals who
do not want you to get your hands on the material
they remove. It was not a mutilator but a similar
type individual who hid all three copies of the
advance sheet of the West Supreme Court
Reporter on the Abortion Cases in the same spot
on the third level of the basement just before
exams.
Aside from your lost time and frustration on
discovering mutilated volumes, and my ulcers, the
cost of repairing the damage is substantial.
Mutilation costs your library in excess of$l,OOO a
year exclusive of staff time.
Is there a solution to the mutilation problem?
Surveillance, electronic or other, is out of the
question. Closed stacks would be a step backward
and this building is designed as an open stack
library for __your convenience. Even books on
reserve are damaged by page theft; a will form
here and a page on "vinyl chloride" there; it's so
easy.
Most jurisdictions have specific laws regarding
theft and mutilation of library books but they are
generally to protect public libraries. One state
even provides for a fine of $1,000 and up to one
year in jail for mutilation. And this statute
provides for half the fine to be paid to the
informer. I have heard one George Washington
University law professor state that such a person
should not be admitted to practice anywhere in
the United States. Another said, "I will see to it
that the mutilator will not graduate from any law
school in this country:"
All mutilated books should be turned in to the
third floor desk with a brief note setting forth
which pages are missing. This would be a big help
to the library and expedite the necessary repairs.
This whole problem has long been discussed in
library literature and the best proposed solution
was "eternal vigilance." Here and now and in this
building it is our problem. Your help is herewith
solicited. Comments and suggestions are welcome; to me, or, I am sure, to The Advocate.
It must have been a Frenchman who said "In
making a rabbit stew; first, you catch a rabbit. .."

by Jeff Menick
It is interesting to watch the careers of pop artists as
they go up and down the roller coaster of fandom's
fickle favor. Some artists are haunted by early success
which can never again be achieved, while others find a
commercially successful formula that they never change
or outgrow, while others are stymied by factors seemingly beyond their control as they continue to record.
Leo Kottke, for example, has long been hauntedby
the incredible virtuosity displayed on the "6 & 12 String
Guitar" album he recorded for Takoma Records. Both
the actual achievements
of that album, plus the
shadows cast among the cult fans of Kottke, cast by its
reputation have made his more recent efforts for Capitol suffer.
.
However, with "Dreams and ·All That Stuff' Leo
.should emerge from those-shadows. The new Ip is the
first totally instrumental work he has done for Capitol.
and whether picking a classical duet, as. with Mike
Johnsen on "Mona Ray" or playing 'off against a
synthesizer and rhythm section, the sound is glorious.
The album reflects Kottke's growth and maturity as an
artist, and demonstrates that he has developed enough
self-confidence to tackle the challenge of. his early
achievement and conquer it.
The inconsistencies of the in-between albums have
been eliminated. and while his/technical abilities are a
rare gift, the fact is that the album is immensly listen;
able. and becomes more enjoyable with repeated
listenings, even for non-guitarists,
Sometimes it is inconsistency, in and of itself. which
can mar an album. Kenny Rankin has not been able to
overcome this problem. His earliest work for Mercury,
and his earlier Little David album all contained some
beautiful tunes. but not enough to sustain a fullip.
His latest release, "Silver Morning," suffers from the
same problem. He shows off his talents as a fine interpreter of Beatles material; with "Blackbird"
and
"Penny Lane" as well as including a. strong version of
Gordon Lightfoot's "Pussy Willow, Cattails." Unfortunately.the songs he wrote or co-wrote alI sound like
the dulI material on his past albums.
Sometimes the problems come about when an artist
changes labels. In a desire for more money some of the
uniqueness is lost. I have often talked about the sound a
label has which identifies the label, regardless of performer. Most of Capricorn's releases sound like The
Allman Brothers
"Brothers
and Sisters"
album.
Asylum has an L.A. country-rock sound that is typified
by the Eagles and S.H.F, and only Joni Mitchell escapes
it.
Columbia loves using large string sections and sweetening everything with a "pop" flavor. It works well for a
Barbra Streisand and Johnny Mathis. both of whom are
traditional "pop" vocalists. It helps Paul Simon immeasurably, since he cannot carry a tune. On the other
hand it almost ruined Tom Rush's appeal on record
and seems to be on the verge of doing the same to Neil
Diamond.
.
Since signing a multi-million dollar, multi-year contract with Columbia, he has written the score for

"Jonathan Livingston Seagull," a deserved bust in every
fashion, and the newly released "Serenade,"
While some of the songs are vintage Diamond-a'
little corn, a little schlock, great melodic appeal and a
feeling that I want to like .. However, if just seems to be
missing something. In talking about it with the music
director of one of D.C.'s FM radio stations, he described it as missing the "soul" of the earlier material
on MCA.
Among the tunes. "I've Been This Way Before".
"The Last Picasso",
"Longfellow
Serenade"
and
"Reggae Strut" outdo 95% of the material anyone else
has written in the last year. However, I think Diamond
is one of the true genius songwriters of his genre, far
outshining such as Paul Williams and Burt Bacharach
in the Top 40/MOR vein, thus, I'm a little disappointed
with the results on "Serenade."

Since we have started on Columbia artists, I might as
welI keep picking. Sometimes an artist' sego becomes
the problem, not the label or the material. "Butterfly"
is the collaboration between la belle Streisand and her
hairdresser and my instinctive reaction is that there'
must be an old adage about business and sex not
mixing, which is substantiated by the results of this Ip.
The cover graphics. a house fly resting on a stick of
butter, start the album on the wrong foot. Barbra's continuing efforts to be hip and sing rock material require
a great amount of skill to preserit well. As good as her
last album, "The Way We Were" was, is about how
unsuccessful the new one is. I would suggest that Jon
Peters stick to haircuts and that Tommy Li Puma come
back for musical guidance.
Carlos Santana is another of Columbia's artists who
has had several changes during his career. His first two
Ips were tremendous
commercial
successes
and
spawned a whole genre of Latin-rockbands. Much of
his musical growth was influenced by Mahavishnu John
McLaughlin
and the spiritual leader Sri Chinmoy.
Santana's
music became more jazz oriented.
and
especially oriented toward John Coltrane.
'Recent
concert reviews have praised the latest
incarnation of the Santana band as the most accessible
group
since the time
of the
"Abraxas" lp.
Unfortunately,
the new album, "Borboletto" fails to
capture this flavor. In fact, the spiritual callings lose me
in any, rock format. whether by Santana or George
Harrison. and although the guitar work is fine from a
technical standpoint, the album is very boring.

Royal Shakespeare Company

National Symphony Orchestra

London Assurance
by Alan KIeinburd
The Royal Shakespeare Company has'
once again provided us with·a theatrical
production
which far surpasses
the
material they are performing. The play,
"London Assurance."
was written by
Dion Boucicault in 1841. The plot is
simple
and predictable
(old father
matched
with young girl, young. girl
meets father's son, boy and girl fall in
love), but the characters must be ancestors of those in "You Can't Take It With
You."
Donald Sinden gives a truly remarkable performance as Sir Harcourt Courtly. Courtly, who describes himself as the
"index of fashion." is surely an exaggeration of what the most pompous,
pseudo-sophisticated
city-slicker
must
appear to be to people who never want to

There is one Columbia group that has not only survived fame and fortune, but like fine wine. improved
with aging-Loggins
and Messina. What began as a
one time only collaboration for an album session has
become one ofthe finest rock bands in business today.
Each album has gotten more imaginative-and inventive
and "Mother Lode" reflects a desire to continue expanding the musical horizons of the group that is rare
in groups as commercially popular as L&M.
While some cuts are reminiscent -of past successes
("Changes" reminds me of "Angry Eyes"), several incorporate new .musical idioms, as. seen through the
mandolin and fiddle work creating a middle-eastern
flavor on "Be Free."
Pretty melodies, an unusual sense of cohesiveness
which comes from the fact that the same basic group of
musicians have now made five albums together. and
very clean production
make this album the finest
Columbia release of the fall.
Another artist whose musical growth over a period of
years has pleased me very much is Van Morrison. He
was in town recently for a 'concert at Constitution Hall,
his first area appearance since he, stalked off stage in
April of'73.
"
, For the first forty-five minutes of Morrison's per. formance, I thought the evening's highlight was going
to be the opening act. The Persuasions, whose acapella
R&B turned the audience on in spite of the terrible
acoustics of Constitution Hall. Morrison sang off-key;
the band appeared lackadaisical and it took half the set
to get warmed-up.
The last album he did was .a live two-disc set
featuring a large band and a full, rich sound. Traveling
. now with only four pieces, the sound was a bit lean.
However, once they did get going, they did one of the
pest thirty minutes a concert has produced here in ages.
The tour was done to help promote the new Van
Morrison album, "Veedon Fleece" and I guess it ranks
as the biggest disappointment
of the year. The cover
pictures Van with two dogs in front of a castle. and
, .much of the first side sounds like the dogs are singing
. instead.
,
The use of a strained falsetto makes Morrison's voice
reminiscent of Sinatra's-it
has seen better days. The
first couple of times I played the album I thought there
were two long cuts on the side-the
first long and
awful-the
second not bad at alI.
It turns out that there are five cuts, the firstthreeare
awful and the last two "Streets of Arklow" and "You
Don't Pull No Punches But You Don't Push' the River';,
while vintage Morrison and good cuts, cannot save the
album.
Side two. is only a slight improvement over the beginning and I would only say that while diehard Van
Morrison freaks will want the album, "Astral Weeks".
"Moondance"
and "It's Too Late to Stop Now" provide
the nucleus of his best efforts.
.
Jim Rothermel adds a haunting counterpoint on flute
to the two cuts I 'do like. and the instrumentation
. excelled on them also. but this must rank as the least
accessible of Van Morrison's works.

leave the country. When told that in the
country people rise with the lark, Courtly
replies with pride that he hasn't the
vaguest conception of when that would
be.
Although
Courtly is probably
the
zaniest of the zanies, he certainly receives
strong
competition
from the other
characters. There is Dazzle, a handsome.
well-dressed, and penny-less chap who
lives well by being a "distant relative" of
everyone. Lawyer Meddle is probably one
of the first ambulance (or should I say
carriage) chasers in the theater, only he
not only chases the ambulance, but plans
the accident as well. And the list goes on.
Thus given substantial,
but by no
means
extraordinary,'
material
with
which to work, the Royal Shakespeare
Please tum to p',6, col. ~

Dvorak's Requiem
by Ed Ing
The National
Symphony
Orchestra
and the Maryland University Chorus,
both under Antal Dorati's direction, gave
three performances of Dvorak's Requiem
November 5, 6, and 7. Kari Loevaas,
Birgit Finnila, John Shirley Quirk. and
Raymond Gibbs, sang solo parts. This is
a review of the Thursday
night performance.
The Maryland Chorus is an accomplished
group;
it gave a faultless
performance.
sustaining a high level of
control and precision throughout
this
lengthy piece. The orchestra played well
and the soioists were presentable.
The
disappointment
lay not with the performance as much as with the musical
composition itself. For despite touching
choral passages as well as occasional

brilliant orchestration,
the composition
was a pedestrian musical statement.
Dvorak composed the Requiem. in
1891 for a festival performance rather
than for. 'liturgical
church use. The
technical demands for a large orchestra
and chorus and the length of the piece
make it inappropriate
for religious use.
The work is nonetheless a statement of
religious belief, based on the Western
Church's historic service for the dead, the
Requiem
Mass. 'Yet, Dvorak's composition frequently
had the religious
emotions of a chocolate eclair.
The medieval Requiem Mass was not
simply a funeral service for the dead
.person's memory. It was a re-enactment
of Christ's
sacrifice
for mankind's
redemption,
and it expressed the hope
PI~ase turn
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National Symphony Flourishes Under Dorati
Continued from page 5
that the deceased would find divine
salvation. All the musical parts-the
Requiem Aetemam,
the Graduale, the
Dies lrae, the Offenorium,
the Hostias,
the Sanctus. and the A.~nus Dei-voice
this plaintive yet hopeful emotion.
In contrast to modern day, clinical
notions of death, medieval folks conceived of death as a dreadful event
having pressing immediacy. Life was
short, mortality high, wars and famine
recurrent. With death close at hand,
. people worried about the afterlife and
feared the coming end of the world. The
twelfth century hymn, the Dies lrae,
reflects this keen premonition of awful.
Its doggerel rhythm and rhyming have
primitive expressive power. The tirst two
of its nineteen verses read:
Dies irae. dies ilia.
So/vet saeclum ill [avilla,
Test David cu 111 Sybilla.
Quuutus tremor est juturus.
Quando Judex est veiltunis.
Cuucta stricte discussurus.

Roughly Englished:
Day of wrath, day of mourning.
When to ashes earth is burning,
See fulfilled the prophets' warning.

o

what fear man's bosom rendeth,
When from Heaven the Judge
dcscendeth,
On whose judgment all dependeth.

In its frank simplicity. the hymn begs for
the supplicant's salvation. at the same

time asking for divine vengeance on the
enemy and other malefactors.
Notwithstanding the multiplicity of
conflicting emotions within these Latin
hymns, Dvorak's musical expression
flags. In the opening hymn, "Grant
Them Eternal Rest," Dvorak begins with
an expressively dark coloration, a
subdued tone, and a sobbing rhythm.
Later in the Offertorium,
Lord Jesus
Christ, King of Glory," he develops a
melodic passage and alternates it with a
discornant antiphon from either the
chorus or the soloists-somewhat like a
Greek chorus. The effect is dramatic. But
where the melody lapses asTn the Dies
Irae, the opposition also fails. Discordant
passage follows discordant passage;
nonmelodic follows nonmelodic with a
tedious result.

expression, it waivers' between articu- particular Bach to Baroque enthusiasts. I··
would recommend the Schumann to
lation and near dumbness.
The National Symphony Orchestra has anyone. With the Rhenish Symphony the
grown markedly in stature under Antal N.S.O. will perform Barber's Essay #2
Dorati. . It plays with greater technical and Hindemith's Violin Concerto.
The Maryland University Chorus will
accuracy than before and has gained
coherence while retaining its initial perform again with the National Symexuberance. Of the two programs phony Orchestra in Ravel's Daphnis and
remaining for 1974, it will perform C/oe suite, to be given in January, and
Schumann's Rhenish Symphony
Nov- Brahm's Song of Destiny. to be given in
ember 19, 20, and 21, and Bach's April, Obstructed view seats cost $1.75,
Christmas Oratorio December 17, 18, 19, and half price tickets are available for
and 20. I would recommend this. students.

Center Performances Vary
Continued from page 5
Company through excellent direction
and fine performances turns a pleasant,
little play into a very enjoyable theatrical
evening.
.

Dvorak employed the same device in
his chamber music with great success.
The repetition on a slightly discordant
"In Praise of Love" while certainly
theme can be wonderfully expressive in .
worth
seeing, is not quite so satisfying.
an instrumental piece. But the same
The
play,
written by Sir Terrence
musical device when impressed on a
Rattigan, is primarily concerned with the
verbal text fails to convey the verbal
inability of people to show one another
ideas. The effect is repetitious. A
that
they care.
generous critic might term it subtle. The
music does not illuminate the emotions
The central character is Sebastian
or thoughts within the. words. To
Cruttwell (played by Rex Harrison), an
compensate, Dvorak juxtaposes different
armchair Communist literary critic, who
lines of the hymn out of sequence and
describes himself fairly accurately as an
uses contrasting musical coloration for
"uncaring shit." His egocentrism is
the different emotions juxtaposed; and in
brought home by the fact that his fatally
the Recordare, "Lord Remember," -the
ill wife (played by Julie Harris) doesn't
music becomes lushly romantic. Both
tell him of her disease because. she
have a maudlin effect.
doesn't want to bore him. But she's
As a musical expression this composwrong, and therein lies the tragedy-it is
ition is not Dvorak's best. As a religious
only upon learning that he's losing his

wife that Crutwell realizes that he does,
in fact, love her.
Martin Gabel, as their American
friend, and Peter Burnell, as the son for
whom Cruttwell had' no time, are, like
. Harrison and Harris, quite competent in
their roles, but none of them gives what
could be considered an outstanding performance. All in all, not a bad play. but
not outstanding either.
"London Assurance" is at the Eisenhower Theater and "In Praise of Love" at
the Opera House, both running through
the month of November.
Please note that the Kennedy Center
has changed its student ticket policy.
Now you can only get one student ticket
with each student i.d, However, you can
bring two student cards and get two
student tickets. For Shakespeare enthusiasts. the City Center Acting Company is
coming to Ford's Theater this month to
present two comedies, "Love's Labour
Lost" and "The Taming ofthe Shrew."

SBA Tournament·Yields·Conf.used
. by John Bmsniak
On three successive weekends,
NLC students from all divisions
competed with unusual zest and
vigor in the SBA-sponsored
Volleyball Tournament.
The nature of the competition
was clearly shown by the number

Results

this factor. the SBA Sports Committee has concluded that it
would be inequitable to award a
.prize to anyone "team." In lieu
Due. to the various dates of of such, scrip will be issued to
class projects and the scheduling the participants redeemable at
of the Redskins games, the Colonel Mustard's for either
constitution of the teams varied two free beers or two glasses of
from week to week. Because of wine.
of sprained ankles and wrists
along with a whole catalog of
other miscellaneous injuries.

NLC Teams Win in Divisions

Volleyball tournament participants plot strategy between games.

by David W. Manning
This past Saturday afternoon
two N.~.C. teams won their
respective division championships in G.W.'s university-wide
intramural touch football program.

Reminder on. VA Benefits
The Veterans Assistance Section of the Office of the Registrar would like to remind all students attending GWU with
Veterans Administration financial assistant of the following
facts:'
1. It is presently within the'
time limit for requests for ad.vance payments from VA for the
Spring. 1975. semester. All
active duty military students and
students carrying less than
half-time load this Fall have only
been certified to the VA for the
Fall semester. If they desire to be
certified in advance for the
Spring semester. they should
contact the. Veteran! Assistance

a

Section at 676-7218 by phone
or visit the office in the Registrar's Office at 2121 I Street.
NW (Rice Hall). If you are in
doubt as to how you have been
certified (one semester only or
the entire school year). contact
the office to find out.
There are presently two
representatives from the VA
(Vet Reps) on campus to assist
students qualified to receive any
kind of VA benefits. These
gentlemen (Mr. Fouts and Mr.
Mclfughlare located on the fifth
floor of Rice Hall. and their
telephone number is' 676-7430.
They are on campus to troubleshoot any problems for students

2:

eligible for VA benefits and to
advise students so qualified of
any and all types of VA benefits
available to them.
3. If you are a student receiving VA educational benefits at
this time. and if there is some
problem relating to these benefits; it is advisable to contact the
Veterans Assistance Section of
the Registrar's Office first to ascertain that you have been certified to the VA and that the certification is proper. rt your certification is in order. the next step is
to seek the assistance of the Vet
Reps to ascertain the cause of
your problem.

Early in the afternoon the series of the game, Burger
auarterback Jack Simanski hit
Learned Hands, quarterbacked
by team captain, Pay Fayle, Bob Stein his tall end for a
came back in the second half to touchdown and the team made
good its point-after attempt. The
overcome Indecent Exposure's
3-0 lead and went on to win 13 to Learned Hands, again under
3. This victory established the quarterback Pat Fayle, were
all-law-student team as cham- unable to score with two of their
biggest drives being cut short by
pion of the B Division.
a penalty and an intercepted
Following the Hands/Exposure game N.L.C.'s Burger, J.C. pass. Thus, though the Hands
met Red Guard to decide the A kept Burger scoreless for the rest
Divison championship. Burger of the game, they were unable.
made an early touchdown but themselves, to score.
In an interview after the game
failed to convert for the pointafter then went on to hold Red Sunday, Fayle, also the Team
Guard to no score. The final . Philosopher. revealed the secret
score: Burger. J.C.-6, Red of The Learned Hands success in
becoming division champs: "I
Guard-O.
At 12:30 Sunday the two think we.win because we are so
division champions met to de- casual," he said, "We're the
only team in the I.M. program
cide which team-would represent
G.W. in the City-Wide Cham- that draws its plays in the sand
pionship Games scheduled to at the huddle. No one can scout
start this coming Sunday. In a us and there are no playbooks to
hard-fought game riddled with be lost or stolen. I doubt if we
injuries and penalties, the two could have gone very far in the
teams struggled for the oppor- city-wides without undergoing a
have
tunity to represent the school in radical overhaul-they
the city-wide games. In the first grass on their playing fields.
I
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Placement Director Sees Bright Future For Law Grads
by Diane Seeger
and job seekers are worried
NLC Placement Director Lynn about the economy. and some
Hiner is both optimistic and graduates wiII have a difficult
realistic about job prospects for time obtaining jobs.
1975 law school graduates. Ina
The Placement Officer obtelephone interview. Ms. Hiner ' served that Washington will be a
said February graduates would good place to seek employment
not have as much trouble because of the variety and
finding jobs as May graduates number of legal jobs and
since there are so few mid-year because of the feeling that the
graduates seeking employment. D.C. area will be least affected
Over 300 May graduates wiII be by any recession. However, job
competing in the job market. openings here are still extremely
Some of these students have competitive due to the popularibeen at work seeking job offers ty of the Capitol area with law
since school began in August.
graduates from all over the
Ms. Hiner stressed that job nation and the large number of
hunting takes time. effort and area law schools.
money. Even top students are
Ms. Hiner believes. however,
experiencing the tighter job that students are being more
market and spending more time open-minded about job locathis fall with mailings and tions this year when. interviewinterviewing. Many employers ing. For exam pie, many students

.
by David W. Erdman
..
President, Law Student Division
reprinted from the Student Lawyer, November, 1974

What is the Law Student Division? To each of us, there occurs a
different concept of what the Division is and what it offers.
For many, the Law Student Division is the publisher. of the
Student Lawyer and little else. To these people, the Division is that
shadowy national spirit of law students, personified on a particular
campus by the local LSD representative. To a smaller number, however, mention of the Law Student Division brings to mind the Client
Counseling Competition, .the insurance program. the Law Day
observances, and other substantive programs of the Division in
which members participate.
Many see the Division as only political, or as only a sort of nefarious lawyers' interest group fostered by the ABA. Again, a smaller
number see instead the valuable. frequently presented opportunity
to meet and learn from other law students having similar interests.
Those individuals recognize a benefit in active participatiori in the
Law Student Division and exposure to the practicing bar. That
benefit is seen as the combined product of opportunities to make
contact with leaders 'in the legal field, of opportunities to learn the
law as the practitioners encounter it, and of opportunities to have a
high-level of input into the formulation- of proposed revisions in the
law.
I believe it is fair to assert that those in the smaller group described above are the members who have made the effort to scratch
the surface of their membership privileges to see what really is
available that might be of benefit to them, No doubt, it is difficult to
overcome one's own inertia and branch out into new fields of endeavor. Once mustered, however, the impetus to begin thinking of
one's professional development in terms broader than books and
exams can potentially carry a resourceful and persistent individual
into an entirely new realm of co-curricular, professional opportunity
in the Law Student Division of which they were not previously
aware.
As an example, are you aware of the authoritative impact on the
development of law in this coutnry had by the ABA's Criminal
Justice Section's promulgation of the Standards for the AdministraPlease tum to p. 8, col. 4

.BOY,
HAVE WE GOT
A VACATION
FOR YOU ...

are exploring opportunities in found opportunities through the
Cleveland, Chicago. Atlanta and Placement Office last year;
67.5% of the graduating class
Houston this year.
In 1973. every G.W. law reported their successes as comgraduate found a job. According pared with only 60% in the
to the placement statistics for previous year.
Geographically speaking. Ms.
1974 graduates who reported
Hiner noted that the majority of
their .successes. 82 students
found jobs with law firms; 58 1974 graduates (128) are emG.W. law graduates found em- ployed in the District of Columployment with the Federal gov- bia. with 15 others working in
ernment. 6 with state govern- New York, 9 in Maryland, 7 in
ments and 4 with local govern- .Virginia. and 9 in Pennsylvania.
Ms. Hiner sketched her own
ments. Federal judicial clerkships were won by 22 NLC guidelines for obtaining jobs: be
graduates. while 15' others are organized and efficient in your
job search; keep lists of people
now working with state judges.
A high number of students you write; make follow-up phone

Employment
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Alaska
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Illinois

10

1
2
58
6
4

Public Interest
Legal Services & Public Defender
Teaching
Law
Other
fellowships
Graduate Study
Military
JAG'
Other
Misc. (Capitol Hill. Trade Associations, etc.)

2
6
1
1
2
3
3
2
5

22
15

1
6
1
1

1
9
6
1
1
.1
1
1

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada"
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York

1

128
1
3
2
3

4

15

Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Texas
Vermont

2
1
9
1
.2
2
7
1
5
1

Virginia

Washington
Military
England

"EVERY AVAILABLE AI.D

.....

.0· fOR THE LAW STUDENT
GILBERTS LAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
/
SMITH REVIEW
NUTSHELL SERIES
. AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES
HORNBOOKS

B~lIroom
:
Tickets 75<:- availableday of show
at the MarvinCenter Info. Desk
Two shows: 7 & 9
Films Committee. Program Board

.', '9

82

Geographic Distribution Of 1974 Grads

I
d:J
..-

Distrilnition of 1974 Grads

Law Firm Practice
Corporate
Legal
Non-Legal
Banking
Accounting Firms
Government
Federal
State
Local
Judicial Clerkship
Federal
State

Thursday Nov. 21

...Where nothing can
possibly go worn

calls if appropriate. Talk to
friends. professors and attorneys
to compile a broad list of jobs.
Don't use the on-campus interviews as yqllT.only source.
Ms. Hiner noted that salaries
generally depend on the size and
location of the firm. For instance. a large law firm in D.C.
will offer $17.500 to $18,500 to
1975 graduates. In contrast. a
small firm in "D.C. may offer
only $12.500.
Ms. Hiner requested that all
of the 1975 graduates notify the
Placement Office of their plans
to aid future NLC students in
providing contacts.

~'~rLJJ~-

TIlt?

'--~r

DISCOUNT PRICES AND
COMPLETE SELECTION
AT ...

WASHINGTON LAW BOOK CO.
1917 Eye St., N.W.
.• ".,..~..t, ' ••, ~

l'

•

. ...

Tel. 785-0424

8-Tbe ADVOCATE

Law Student Dioision

BloodDr ive December 2
A university-wide blood drive
will be held on Monday, December 2, from 10:30 to 3:30 in the
Marvin Center Ballroom (located
on the 3rd floor of the .student
center). The Red Cross is sponsoring the drive. If 120 people
give for this drive, then each

donor will receive the excellent
benefits under the Red Cross
blood program: each donor plus
spouse, dependents, parents and
grandparents will be covered for
a period of one year in any
hospital in the country, should
any of them require blood. This

Adoocate Publishing Schedule
This issue-of The Advocate is the tinal issue of the Fall, 1974,
semester. The Advocate will publish 7 issues during the Spring,
1975. semester according to the following schedule:
Deadlinejor submission ofCopy
Publication Date
January 17
January 21
January 31
February 4
February 14
February 18
Februarv 28
March 4
March 14
Marek 18
Aprilll
April 15
April 25
.
April 29
All copy should be typewritten. double-spaced.

Editors Wanted

Evaluations

The Advocate will soon begin'
. Continued from page 1
the selection process tor the po9. How willing was this insitions of Editor. Assistant Edistructor to make himself avail:
tor. and Business Manager for
able and helpful to students outthe 1975-76 school year. No
side of class?
previous experience is necessary
10. Rate this professor's overfor these positions.
all performance ..
Individuals are asked to con. II. Rate the conceptual diftact The Advocate on or before' . ticulty of the subject matter.
Tuesday. November 26. 1974 to
11. Considering the number
express a preliminary interest in
of credit-hours. how much work
the positions. The deadline will
did this course require?
not. however, excludethose
who
13. Give your overall evaluaapply later.
tion of this course.
t

by Alisa Ulmer
Law Spouses cordially invites
you to attend our' annual Wine
& Cheese Tasting
Party on
November 23. Different exotic
gourmet wines and cheeses will
be introduced by our local wine'
.experts. Seals on the bottles will
be broken at 8:00 p.m. and the
event will take place at the

·

Alumni Lounge on 714 21st St.,
N.W.
Cost per couple is $5.50 and
you should mail in your checks
as soon as possible to Doreen
Barger. 2212 Eye St., N.W.,
Apartment
807, Wa~hington,
D.C. 20037. Or call Doreen at
223-2653 for more information.
Hope to see you there!

.
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Novus

650·6

Digit Disp ay

•

Novus

850·8

Digit Display

•

Floating Decimal·Algebraic Logic

Add
Subtract

Multiply
Divide

$ 19 95

Add
Subtract

Multiply
Divide

$24.95

••
•

.•
•

•

:

Nov~s

820 -'8 Digit Display

•

Constant

Floating Decimal Point

••
•
•
•
•
•

·

Add
Subtract

Multiply
Divide.
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$29.95
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L.P. Record Sale
Priced from $1.49
Rock
Foil<
Jan
Classics

I

Albums and Boxed Sets

I

,Save

I
I
I
I

.

'.
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•
•
•
•
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Virginia Bar

for

for

the

Over 20 Years

The Northern

VirginiaCommunity
College, Annandale Campus
Announces Its Course
for the February, 1975 Virginia Bar Exam

January

13-February

•

24,1975

Classes meet every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
except holidays from 6:30-8:45 P.M.
Beginning February .1., classes will also meet on Fridays.
FEES
Standard Course: $175
Parking Fee: $5
***VA. APPROVED***
Arrangements

May Be Made for Playback

of Missed

Lectures

Ulr» ..«un /lar Uf'I';('U' (·0111' ...(' ... prorul» ,horoll,!.!h
/u'('/Ulrat;oll for tlu- ",,,II; ...tut« fl.'; 1('('11 n... tlu('...sa.'"-'."p(' oxuuii II ut ;011.';
For Further

Information,

._Continuing
Northern

Call

or Write:

Education

Virginia Community

8333 Little

I
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

The Most Successful Course

•
•
•
•
.•

•

Gift Book Sale
up to 80%
Cook Books
Art Books'
Novelty
Novels·
Others.

Bar Review Reps.
The following is a list of bar review course.representatives
who
submitted their names and affiliations to The Advocate for
inclusion in this issue:
District of Columbia
D.C. Bar Review Course
James L. Montgomery 244-8068 (eve)
Naomi Rogers
362- 7563 (days)
New York
N. Y. Bar Review (BRI)
Frank Gumpert
833-2350 (days)
872-9456 (eve)
Marino Bar Review Course Daniel Honig
469-7707
Practicing Law Inst, (PLI) Craig Schiller
223-1084
Pen nsylvan ia .
Levin-Sarner-Brown Bar
Alan Kleinburd
659-1622
Review School, Inc.

OlVERSON VIRGINIA
BAR REVIEW

••

.

Craig Portable Tape Recorders (automatic shut off) $29.95

•

There will be a meeting on
Thursday. November 21, 1974,
at 12 noon, and again at 1 pm
(for those unable to attend at
noon), in Room 31 of Stockton
Hall at which representatives
of
BRI and the New York Bar
Review will discuss bar exam requirements
and provide information about their bar review
courses. with particular
emphasis on New York, D.C. and
the Multi-state exams. All third
year students, especially those
graduating this semester, are invited to attend.

•

••
•
._------------------------------.
.------------------------------•

Bar Review
Meeting

•

Novus 823·8 Digit Digit Display
Add
Multiply $49.95
Percent Key . Constant . Memory
Subtract
Divide
. Floating Decimal Point
Texas Instrument SR·l0 $69.95
TI·25511 $69.95
SR·11 $79.95
. ,

Law students
are strongly
"urged to participate in this drive.
All interested students (as well
as professors and non-teaching
personnel) are urged to contact
Paul Beck at the Legal' Aid
Bureau. Bacon Hall 103, or
please leave a phone numberls)
where you can be contacted.
Leave your name and t?e time
requested for your appointment
(between 11:15 and 3:30 P.M.).
~t The Advocate, Bacon Hall 11
(in the basement).

Continued from page 7
tion of Criminal Justice? Are you also aware that there is an ongoing
program to involve at least one student in the deliberations of every
committee of that Criminal Justice Section? Do you begin to see,
then, the breadth of opportunity offered to learn the law, the
opportunity
presented to meet the law's authorities,
and the
particular opportunity afforded to impact one's own views on major
developments in the law?
At this minute, the Division is putting into motion a major research initiative of its own-the
Blue Ribbon Commission on Law
School Admissions, as proposed by LSD members, D. Christopher
Ohly, University of Virginia. and Harry H. Harkins, Vanderbilt
University. Our forum is always open to such initiatives from LSD
members.
The one realization I hope you will take from the reading of these
words is that all of these activities of the Division that you read of
and hear about are your activities. They are not closed to any
member's participation. On the contrary, they are surprisingly open,
considering the wealth of potential for learning and growth that they
offer.
.
Now, it.is your job to take the initiative and begin to contact, by
way of letters. those persons who are your representatives on the
committees in which you have interest. Then, it is my JOD to see that
those representatives do their best to involve you in an activity that
matches your interests. professional needs, and time .constraints.
Your national officers are working hard to open new channels for
your involvement. Feel free to write·to any of us if you want to be
steered toward some activity, and write to me personally at the
Chicago office if you find yourself not responed to by those you
contact.
I hope to be seeing you actively involved soon.

•

•

••

benefit is absolutely free, provided the required 120 donors
are found.
The need for blood donors is
great in the metropolitan
area.
Many
institutions,
including
GW, participate
in the Red
Cross Blood Program as a voluntary blood donor group. Those
who have questions about eli-.
gibility should call-Dr. William'
Marsh, University Coordinator
for this blood drive, at 331-6386.

College

Rivet Turnpike

Annandale,
(703) 323-3168

Va. 22003

or 323-3169

